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                Your automotive
technology partner

                We help automotive retailers and OEMs digitise the customer journey through our Customer Engagement Platform and suite of connected sales and aftersales modules.

                Contact Us
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                    exsto brings together all software required to run successful sales and aftersales departments into one powerful, connected, single sign-on, Customer Engagement Platform.
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            The Customer Engagement Platform

            exsto digitises the customer journey and unifies data across multiple platforms
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                What is exsto?


                
                    exsto is a powerful platform that brings together all modules required to successfully manage an automotive business through one login, helping to improve efficiencies, productivity and profitability. exsto delivers a rich, multi-channel digital experience to your customers through one omni-channel system. exsto helps improve staff engagement and delivers data to your fingertips. exsto is the complete automotive business management solution.
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                    An essential guide to the Digital Revolution

                    The automotive industry is in the midst of a Digital Revolution so we’ve created an essential guide for those dealers and OEM’s who wants to further understand and embrace it..
Our white paper explains is happening in the industry today, what will change will change with the traditional customer journey and how to better engage with them moving forward, together with explaining what the future might hold.
The document also explains how exsto, our very own Customer Engagement Platform, can help you, your business and your customers navigate this Digital Revolution.
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                    View the Document
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                    Workshop

                    Workshop is much more than just a vehicle health check system. It is fully integrated with all other modules, including VIDEO1st for video and photographs and Plans for Red and Amber work upsell. It also incorporates Online authorisation, digital payments and payment plans.

                    Learn more
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                                Follow up

                            

                            The fully customisable contact management application provides a mechanism for sending automated customer reminders via email, SMS and direct mail, controlling operator calling lists, recording inbound and outbound call information and managing follow up data from various sources in one place.

                            Learn more
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                            Plans

                        

                        Create tailored Service Plans for routine vehicle servicing, Repair Plans for planned maintenance items and Payment Plans for items requiring immediate attention.

                        Learn more
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                        Subscriptions

                    

                    The automotive industry is quickly moving towards subscription models for new vehicles. Our own Aftersales Subscription platform provides a mechanism for OEMs and dealers to bundle just about anything into one fixed, monthly cost to the customer.

                    Learn more
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                        Engage with customers at point of enquiry with a personalised video. Record a pre-delivery video. Upload a stock video. Publish a video to your website.

                        Learn more
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                            Engage

                        

                        Allow your customers to book their vehicle into your dealerships at any time of the day or night, 7 days a week, 365 days a year for a date and time to suit their requirements.

                        Learn more
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                    Bring your dealership into the ‘Amazon-age’ with an end-to-end self-serve key drop and collection solution fully integrated into your sales and aftersales processes.

                    Learn more
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                    Web Master is our next generation ecommerce platform for automotive retailers. Designed around the needs of the connected customer, Web Master is a truly omnichannel retail solution that gives you the ability to easily engage customers both online and in the showroom.

                    Learn more
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                        Stock Master

                    

                    Use your own data in conjunction with AutoTrader Retail Accelerator information to provide market and competitor insights so stock can be priced correctly and pushed to your website and AutoTrader to help improve stock turn.

                    Learn more
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                        Enquiry Management

                    

                    Take an enquiry, whether that be from an online booking, your website, an OEM portal or during a service visit and manage it through to a sale in Enquiry Management.
 
 

                    Learn more
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                    Allow your customers to transact with you digitally, whether it be paying their servicing bill, topping up their service plan or even reserving their next car online.

                    Learn more
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                    Earn more from your database by improving MOT date accuracy and customer ownership and contact information to increase follow up opportunity and resultant service and MOT sales.

                    Learn more
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                    Capture and store all your consent in one place using iConsent. Available for both tablet and desktop, iConsent is fully embedded within the eDynamix platform. With real-time reporting via the Connect App** and regular reports pushed to your email, iConsent also comes with our GDPR Cleanse module to aid in GDPR compliant marketing.

                    Learn more
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                    Monitor how dealerships are performing across the exsto platform in one place using our dedicated management app.

                    Learn more
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                        Bespoke Software Development

                        As well as providing exsto and Web Master which have been developed by our 100+ development team, we have also undertaken a number of bespoke developments for OEM’s and dealer groups. These include the industry leading Hyundai Workshop Automation platform, KIA UK SMR platform, Hyundai Europe subscriptions solution and KwikFit iCare system among others.
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                Subscribe to our newsletter

                Get the latest articles, freebies, jobs and special offers delivered directly to your inbox.
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                Cookies for analysis

                Our site does not use cookies to work. We would only like to enable optional cookies for analysis, which will help us improve it. For more detailed information about the cookies we use, see our Cookie Policy.
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                    The Company eDynamix UK Limited, Company Number 09235861, with a registered address of The
                    Rivergreen Centre, St Mary Lane, St Mary Park, Morpeth, NE61 6BL (eDynamix)
                

                
                    This Cookie Policy is applicable to all domains owned by eDynamix and depending on the circumstance,
                    data may be shared with third parties for which prior consent will be taken.
                

                
                    We want to ensure that your visit to our website is smooth, reliable, and as useful to you as possible. To
                    help us do this, we use cookies to make our website relevant to your interests and needs.
                

                What are cookies?

                
                    Cookies are small text files that are automatically placed on your computer, tablet, mobile phone or another
                    device when you visit our website. They are stored by your internet browser and may contain basic
                    information about your device or internet use. Cookies can then be used to help understand how the site
                    or service is being used, help you navigate between pages efficiently, help remember your preferences,
                    and generally improve your browsing experience. Cookies can also help ensure marketing you see online is
                    more relevant to you and your interests.
                

                What type of cookies are there, and which do we use?

                
                    There are generally four categories of cookies: “Strictly Necessary,” “Performance,” “Functionality,” and
                    “Targeting, Advertisement and Analytics.” You can find out more about the cookie category use below.
                

                
                    1. Strictly Necessary Cookies. These cookies are essential, as they enable you to move around the Service
                    and use its features, such as accessing logged in or secure areas.
                

                
                    2. Performance Cookies. These cookies collect information about how you have used the Service, for
                    example, information related to the unique username you have provided. We also use cookies to track
                    aggregate Service usage and experiment with new features and changes on the Service. The information
                    collected is used to improve how the Service works.
                

                
                    3. Functionality Cookies. These cookies allow us to remember how you are logged in, whether you chose
                    to no longer see advertisements, whether you made an edit to an article on the Service while logged out,
                    when you logged in or out, the state or history of Service tools you have used. These cookies also allow us
                    to tailor the Service to provide enhanced features and content for you and to remember how you have
                    customized the Service in other ways, such as customizing the toolbars we offer in the right column of every
                    page. The information these cookies collect may be anonymous, and they are not used to track your
                    browsing activity on other sites or services.
                

                
                    4. Targeting, Advertisement and Analytics Cookies. Advertising partners or other third-party partners may
                    use these types of cookies to deliver advertising that is relevant to your interests. These cookies can
                    remember that your device has visited a site or service and may also be able to track your device’s
                    browsing activity on other sites or services. This information may be shared with organizations outside of
                    eDynamix, such as advertisers and/or advertising networks to deliver the advertising, and to help
                    Version 2.0 page 2 of 2 measure the effectiveness of an advertising campaign, or other business partners for the purpose of
                    providing aggregate Service usage statistics and aggregate Service testing.
                

                How long will cookies stay on my device?

                
                    The length of time a cookie will stay on your computer or mobile device depends on whether it is a
                    “persistent” or “session” cookie. Session cookies will only stay on your device until you stop browsing.
                    Persistent cookies stay on your computer or mobile device until they expire or are deleted.
                

                
                    First and third-party cookies
                

                
                    First-party cookies are cookies that belong to eDynamix, third-party cookies are cookies that another
                    party places on your device through our Service. Third-party cookies may be placed on your device by
                    someone providing a service for eDynamix, for example to help us understand how our service is being
                    used. Third-party cookies may also be placed on your device by our business partners so that they can use
                    them to advertise products and services to you elsewhere on the Internet.
                

                How to control and delete cookies

                
                    If you want to delete or disable your browser from receiving cookies follow the instructions at:
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                    Note that if you set your browser to disable cookies, you may not be able to access certain parts of our
                    Service and other parts of our Service may not work properly. Alternatively, most web browsers allow
                    some control of most cookies through the browser settings. To find out more about cookies, including
                    how to see what cookies have been set, visit www.aboutcookies.org or www.allaboutcookies.org.
                

                Legal information

                This privacy statement has been prepared based on provisions of multiple legislations, including Art. 13/14 of Regulation (EU) 2016/679 (General Data Protection Regulation).

                This privacy policy relates solely to eDynamix, if not stated otherwise within this document.

                Latest update: December 01, 2021
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